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Trouser Size Diagram: Finding the right pants size is a bit difficult. In addition to the size of the US, UK and EU, there are also sizes specifically for men, women and children. With the following instructions, you will learn how to calculate the size of the most fitting trousers and also a lot about the
conversion of trouser sizes. This type of size is available: Classic clothing size: This size is used in Europe, such as size 40 for women and 50 for men. As a rule, clothing item sizes such as smart suits are displayed in classic clothing sizes. International size: There are various international sizes. In
addition to uk, French and Italian sizes, there are international US size systems ranging from XS to XXXL. Jeans size: Trendy brands and youth labels mainly show waist size and length. These two sizes are usually separated by forward slashes such as, for example, 28/30. The size of the jeans is based
on inches and not centimeters. There are three different measurement systems, in which each brand or manufacturer uses a different system. It is best to take a few minutes to find the right pants size. This way, you can save yourself from the hassle of exchanging later. The pants size chart below will
guide you. Different pieces and suitable for women's pants. From Skinny Fit to Boot Cut to Loose Fit. The height of the pants also determines the exact measurement. Women's Trousers Size Chart Waist (Inch)Hips (Inch)US Size / Internat.Euro SizeWaist (CM)Hips (CM) 24 - 2533 - 34XXS3261 - 6384 -
87 25 - 2635 - 36XS3464 - 6688 - 91 27 - 2837 - 38S3667 - 7092 - 95 28 - 2938 - 39S3871 - 7496 - 98 29 - 3039 - 40M4075 - 7899 - 101 31 - 3240 - 41M4279 - 82102 - 104 33 - 3441 - 42L4483 - 87105 - 108 35 - 3743 - 44L4688 - 93109 - 112 38 - 3944 - 45XL4894 - 99113 - 116 40 - 4146 - 48XL50100 -
106117 - 121 42 - 4348 - 50XXL52107 - 112122 - 126 44 - 4650 - 52XXL54113 - 119127 - 132 47 - 4953 - 543XL56120 - 126133 - 138 50 - 5255 - 573XL58127 - 133139 - 144 53 - 5557 - 594XL60134 - 140145 - 150 56 - 5860 - 614XL62141 - 147151 - 156 Trousers Size Conversion for Women US /
Internat. SizeUKEuro Size Free SizeItalian Size 3XS2283034 XXS4303236 XS6323438 S8343640 M10363842 L12384044 XL14404246 XXL16424448 3XL18 444650 4XL20464852 5XL22485054 6XL24505256 7XL26525458 8XL28545660 Size Trousers Conversion: To convert one size to another, first
choose the size of the pants you know (for example. size) and select the appropriate size by moving horizontally in the trouser size conversion chart. (For a more comprehensive guide on the size of women of different types of clothing, click here.) Amazon Bestseller - Buy on AmazonG-STAR RAW Men's
Rovic Zip 3D Straight Tapered Trousers, Green (dk bronze green 5126-6059), 34W/34L Men's Trousers Chart Waist (Inch)Length (Inch)US Size / Internat.Euro Normal SizeWaist (CM)Length (CM) 26 - - - 31XXS4066 - 69 76 - 78 28 - 2930 - 31XS4270 - 73 77 - 79 29 - 3031 - 32XS4474 - 77 78 - 80 30 -
3131 - 32S4678 - 81 79 - 81 32 - 3331 - 32S4882 - 85 80 - 82 34 - 3532 - 33M5086 - 89 81 - 83 35 - 3632 - 33M5290 - 94 82 - 84 37 - 3833 - 34L5495 - 99 83 - 85 39 - 4033 - 34XL56100 - 104 84 - 86 41 - 4233 - 34XL58105 - 109 85 - 87 43 - 4434 - 35XXL60110 - 114 86 - 88 45 - 4634 - 35XXL62115 -
119 87 - 89 47 - 4834 - 353XL64120 - 124 88 - 90 49 - 5035 - 363XL66125 - 129 89 - 91 51 - 5235 - 364XL68130 - 134 90 - 92 53 - 5435 - 364XL70135 - 139 91 - 93 55 - 5636 - 375XL72140 - 144 92 - 94 57 - 5836 - 375XL74145 - 149 93 - 95 Trousers with classic clothing sizes are a classic fit and
usually stand just below the navel. The initial size for men is 40, with a waist width between 66 and 69 centimeters and a step length between 76 and 78 centimeters. The largest male size is 74 and the measurement system increases in step 2. (For a more comprehensive guide on men's sizes of different
types of clothing, click here.) Conversion of Trouser Size for MEN AS/ Internat. SIZEUKEuro Size Free SizeItalian Size XXS244043 XS28254044 XS28264044 S30274246 S30284246 S30294246 M32304448 M32314448 M 32324448 L34334650 L34344650 L34354650 XL38364852 2XL42375054
3XL46385256 How to Measure Your Pants Size Classic pants size for men correlated with the wearer's image. There are different size charts for different images. The most suitable figure can be determined by the way the waist as well as the length of the step. Both values can be determined with the
measuring tape. To measure the waist, you need to place the ribbon at the middle point of the narrowest body. The length of the step is determined by applying a measuring tape along the inside of the leg. You have to measure from the length of the step up to your feet. If you want to buy trousers, you
should make sure that the size stops right before the ground. This way, you will make sure that the suit trousers fall neatly at the top of your shoes. This is different in the case of casual pants because it is enough for you to measure half the height of the heel. It also ensures that the pants don't get dirty too
quickly - for example, during an outdoor trip. Belly size for men If you are a man who prefers a slightly higher waist, you should choose trousers in so-called belly size. To determine the correct abdominal size, you should measure roughly at the navel level. The abdominal size system is designed
according to the regular size system but is given in odd numbers. The stomach size starts at a size 47 and ends at a size 79. Size UEHips (CM)Length (CM) 4796 - 10075 - 77 49100 - 10476 - 78 51104 - 10877 - 79 53108 - 11278 - 80 55113 - 11879 - 81 57119 - 12480 - 82 59125 - 12981 - 83 61130 -
13582 - 84 63136 - 14183 - 85 65142 - 14684 - 67147 - 15085 - 87 69151 - 15486 - 88 71155 - - - 89 73159 - 16288 - 90 75163 - 16689 - 91 77167 - 17090 - 92 79171 - 17491 - 93 Chunky size for men Do you have an early paunch or slightly shorter legs? Then maybe a pair in chunky size is right for you.
Chunky size trousers are worn under the abdomen, usually with slightly shorter leg lengths. The size system starts at a size 23 and ends at a size 34. Waist (Inch)Lenght (Inch)Euro Chunky SizeWaist (CM)Length (CM) 32 - 3330 - 312382 - 8575 - 77 33 - 3430 - 312486 - 8976 - 78 34 - 3530 - 312590 -
9377 - 79 35 - 3631 - 322694 - 9778 - 80 37 - 3831 - 322798 - 10179 - 81 39 - 4131 - 3228102 - 10680 - 82 42 - 4432 - 3329107 - 11181 - 83 44 - 4532 - 3330112 - 11582 - 84 46 - 4732 - 3331116 - 11983 - 85 47 - 4833 - 3432120 - 12384 - 86 48 - 4933 - 3433124 - 12785 - 87 50 - 5135 - 3634128 - 13186
- 88 Size for slim men Are you a slim and tall man? Then you should fit in to the so-called slim size pretty well. The length of the step in the slim size is between 83 and 92 centimeters and the waist width is between 71 and 104 centimeters. Its size starts at 88 and ends at 114. Waist (Inch)Length
(Inch)Euro Slim SizeWaist (CM)Length (CM) 28 - 2933 - 348871 - 7483 - 85 29 - 3033 - 349074 - 77 84 - 86 30 - 3133 - 349478 - 8185 - 87 32 - 3334 - 359882 - 8586 - 88 34 - 3 534 - 3510286 - 8987 - 89 35 - 3634 - 3510690 - 9488 - 90 37 - 3835 - 3611095 - 9989 - 91 39 - 4035 - 36114100 - 10490 - 92
Width and length of trousers in W/L inches The only drawback is that the American size is based on the inch unit. In terms of size, all well-known manufacturers provide two measurements. While the first size is between 26 and 48 and shows the waist, the second size is between 30 and 36 and reflects
the length of the step. Men's trousers are manufactured in a variety of waist and step length combinations so you can easily find the right trousers for your individual physique. Trousers are measured in centimeters in Europe and inches in the US. The waist size is usually indicated by a W. For trousers
with a value of W 25, this is taken meaning a pair with the smallest and most common waist width, which is 25 inches. This waist width is mainly for women's jeans, but can be found among jeans for boys and corresponds to a waist of 63.5 centimeters. The standard minimum value for men's trousers is W
28, with waist width up to W 40. The length of the legs is also indicated in inches and is marked with L. Just like the classic clothing size, the inner seam of the trousers is also measured. In principle, the length of men's and women's jeans is no different and ranges from 30 inches long, i.e. L 30, to 36
inches long, i.e. L 36. Individual manufacturers also produce in medium size, which is shown in odd numbers. A two-figure combination, which can be found on jeans and other casual pants thus waist width as well as step length. A pair of trousers in size 30/32, therefore, has a waist of 30 inches and a
step length of 32 inches. If you want to convert size to a metric system, you'll need to use a factor of 2.54, because one inch equals 2.45 centimeters. Therefore, a pair with a length of 32 inches has a step length of 81 centimeters. Aside from the size of the trousers, pieces and matches are the most
important features. American trouser sizes If you want to change the size of American clothing to European clothing or trouser sizes, this is a kid's game, because you only need to add a value of 10. In other words: A pair of trousers with an American size 40 according to a size 50 in Europe. British trouser
sizes If you want to know which European trouser sizes match the size of British trousers, you need to do the same as you do with American trouser sizes, that is, add 10. Therefore, a pair of trousers with a BRITISH size 48 corresponds to a size 58 in Europe. For a more detailed guide on how to convert
EU size to UK size, click here. Italian clothing size There is no formal difference between the size of Italian pants and european one because Italy and Europe work with the same measurement system. However, when buying a pair, you should remember that trousers made by Italian manufacturers are
usually a little narrower. French clothing sizes of French pants are different. If you want to buy trousers in a size 40, you should choose a size 42 in France. Thus there are differences in various kinds of lots. Asian clothing sizes Find a comprehensive size guide to Asian Clothing Sizes here. This cutting
form is available One of the criteria for classifying different types of trousers is pieces. Regarding length, they can be distinguished between trousers, trousers 7/8 and 3/4, as well as hot shorts and trousers. In addition, trousers differentiate according to how wide they are, what shape of legs they have, or
how high their waist is. This is how, for example, trousers with rather low waists are called hipsters, and pants with very high waists are called High Waist Pants. So-called baggy pants are cut wide, with waists sitting below the hips. Baggy pants and Cargo pants have the same cut, but Cargo trousers
don't sit below the waist. Leggings, Treggings, stirrup trousers as well as drainpipe trousers, skinny jeans, Capri trousers and hot trousers have rather narrow cuts. While Capri trousers reach the middle of the calf and are usually slightly slit on the side, the trousers are hot Tight shorts. Flared trousers are
among the models with narrow tops and wide bottoms, which are also often called Trumpet trousers due to their trumpet-like shape. At a glance To determine the size of your trousers, you need to measure (1) waist (W) and (2) feet or long legs (L). Size trousers in on As is usually labeled W(x)/L(y) (for
example, W34/L32 or 34/32). To get the appropriate UK or EU size, you need to refer to the international size conversion chart. The belt is always measured at the point of the body,i.e. the waist. For trouser length (inseam), measure the inside of the leg, from the groin to the bottom at the ankle or foot
level. Record values in inches and centimeters. Trouser sizes vary between brands and different pieces. Currently, there are no clear standards available, which is why you need to refer to the specific size chart of each brand to find the trousers that work best for you. Best.
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